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XIV International Conference on Corpus Linguistics 

Corpus Linguistics in the Digital Era: Genres, Registers and Domains 

Oviedo, Spain, 10–12 May, 2023 

Aims and scope 
The Spanish Association for Corpus Linguistics (AELINCO) and the Organising Committee of this 

conference edition are pleased to invite you to the 14th International Conference on Corpus 

Linguistics (CILC2023), which will take place from 10 to 12 May 2023 at the Faculty of Humanities 

of the University of Oviedo. The theme of the conference is Corpus Linguistics in the Digital Era: 

Genres, Registers and Domains. 
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Keynote speakers 
The following plenary speakers have confirmed their participation: 

• Beatrix Busse (University of Cologne, Germany)

• Teresa Fanego (University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain): Tomorrow I’ll go jogging:

A corpus-based analysis of the history of the English absentive construction

• Gaëtanelle Gilquin (Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium): Exploring the base of the

iceberg: Writing processes in learner corpus research

• Jukka Tyrkkö (Linnaeus University, Sweden): Corpus Linguistics and Political

Speaking: The trends, tropes, and techniques of influencing people through words

• Roberto Valdeón (University of Oviedo, Spain): What corpora can and cannot do for

journalistic translation research

Round tables 
Three round tables will be held during the conference parallel to the thematic panels. These will 

gather a group of experts who will present their papers on a variety of topics related to the field of 

corpus linguistics, followed by a discussion time. The titles and participants of the round tables are 

as follows: 

Round table 1 

Title: English historical corpora in Spain ten years on  

Chair: Javier Calle-Martín 

Participants: Carolina Amador-Moreno (University of Bergen, University of Extremadura), Javier 

Calle-Martín (University of Málaga), Isabel Moskowich (University of A Coruña), Paula Rodríguez-

Puente (University of Oviedo), Javier Ruano-García (University of Salamanca) 

Round table 2 

Title: Bilingual corpora and hybrid text production: Assisted writing, translation and post-editing 

Chair: Noelia Ramón 

Participants: Marlén Izquierdo (University of the Basque Country), Belén Labrador (University of 

León), Leticia Moreno (University of Valladolid), Noelia Ramón (University of León) 

Round table 3 

Title: From data to theory and from theory to data: Statistical applications in corpus linguistics 

Chair: Javier Pérez-Guerra 

Participants: Pascual Cantos (University of Murcia), Javier Pérez-Guerra (University of Vigo), 

Daniela Pettersson-Traba (Complutense University of Madrid), Raquel Romasanta (University of the 

Balearic Islands), Iván Tamaredo (Complutense University of Madrid), David Tizón-Couto 

(University of Vigo) 

https://portal.uni-koeln.de/es/university/organization/rectorate/vice-rector-for-teaching-and-studies
https://www.usc-teresafanego.es/
https://perso.uclouvain.be/gaetanelle.gilquin/
https://lnu.se/en/staff/jukka.tyrkko/
https://fifa.uniovi.es/personal/pdi/-/asset_publisher/0018/content/valdeon-garcia-roberto-antonio;jsessionid=7C717CEC371154734A19561A42F554EF?redirect=%2Fpersonal%2Fpdi
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Submission of proposals 
Prospect speakers are welcome to submit abstract proposals contributing to any one of the nine 

AELINCO thematic panels: 

• Corpus design, compilation and types

• Discourse, literary analysis and corpora

• Corpus-based grammatical studies

• Corpus-based lexicology and lexicography

• Corpora, contrastive studies and translation

• Linguistic variation and change through corpora

• Corpus-based computational linguistics

• Corpora, language acquisition and teaching

• Special uses of corpus linguistics

Format 

The Organising Committee of CILC2023 invites the submission of abstract proposals for oral 

presentations (20 minutes) or poster presentations (A1), in line with the central themes of the 

conference or related to one of the nine areas of interest (panels) of AELINCO. 

Proposals should be submitted in Word or PDF format through EasyAbs. To submit your 

abstract, follow the instructions provided at: 

https://old.linguistlist.org/confservices/14CILC.OVIEDO 

Each participant may submit a maximum of two proposals. Each proposal can only be included in 

one single panel. Paper presentations should last for 20 minutes plus 10 minutes for questions. 

Abstracts must be anonymous (with no personal data on names and/or affiliation) and they should 

be between 450 and 550 words (excluding bibliography) in English or in Spanish. Please, follow 

the specific guidelines for submission and the stylesheet that may be found at: 

http://www.aelinco.es/en/cilc-instructions-style-sheet 

Dates 

Proposals can be submitted from 15 October 2022 to 31 December 2023. 

Notification of acceptance will be on 15 February 2023. 

Registration 

It is a sine qua non requirement for participants to be a member of AELINCO. Should you wish to 

become a member of AELINCO, you can get a full description of the procedure on the AELINCO 

website: http://www.aelinco.es/ 

Early bird registration (from 15 February to 15 March 2023) 

• Registration fee: 120€

• Postgraduate students (certification required): 80€

https://old.linguistlist.org/confservices/14CILC.OVIEDO
http://www.aelinco.es/en/cilc-instructions-style-sheet
http://www.aelinco.es/
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• Undergraduate students (certification required): 40€

Late registration (from 16 March to 16 April) 

• Registration fee: 160€

• Postgraduate students (certification required): 120€

• Undergraduate students (certification required): 60€

Further instructions on how to proceed with the registration will be posted soon on the conference 

website.  

Publication 

We are pleased to announce that, in order to promote research on corpus linguistics, a selection 

of the papers presented at the conference will be published. Further information will be provided in 
due course.

Conference dinner 

The conference dinner will take place on Thursday 11 November at Tierra Astur, a typical Asturian 

cider house. The menu price is 50€ per person. It includes starters, main course, drinks, dessert, coffee 

and liqueurs. There will be alternative options for diners with special dietary requirements. Further 

information will be posted soon. 

Contact and further information 

The Organising Committee remains available for any questions, suggestions or requests you may 

have at cilc.oviedo@gmail.com 

More detailed information about the conference can be found on the conference website at: 

https://cilc2023.wordpress.com/ 

The Organising Committee of CILC2023 

Carlos Prado-Alonso 

Paula Rodríguez-Puente 

https://revistas.um.es/ijes
https://ricl.aelinco.es/index.php/ricl
https://tierra-astur.com/
http://cilc.oviedo@gmail.com/
https://cilc2023.wordpress.com/
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María Luisa Díez Arroyo 

Santiago González Fernández-Corugedo 

Ana Cristina Lahuerta Martínez 

Sergio López Martínez 

Rodrigo Pérez Lorido 

Assistants 

Hugo Álvarez Manso 

Iván Celaya Gutiérrez 

David Hernández Coalla 

Iñigo Noval Santamaría 




